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instructions

:: using death strike outfit ::
Death strike, strikes again! Only this time, its for your genesis 8 males! A complement to

the female set, this has been rebuilt from the ground up to be very different, yet
complimentary for those who own both sets.

the set is pretty straightforward, if you've own my sets before. but I'm going to go over
each item, so you can understand how they work together, and get the most out of

the set.

Cuirass
Much like the bodysuit in the female version, this is a masculine Cuirass with a rib cage
and a spine at the back. Its relatively straightforward in how it conforms and works.

Gauntlets/Greaves/pauldrons:
these all work similarly – they are plate armor that conforms over the the pants,

shorts, gloves and boots. they feature skulls and claws on the plate, to tie it in with
the bone/death theme. these have adjustment morphs, and the pauldron/helm have
styles. They work pretty standard (in that, you don't have to do really anything to

them) these also have fit to genesis morphs, should you want to use them without the
underlying pieces they overlap. These also all have fit to genesis morphs, for using

them without their underlying items. The one notable exception, is that the greaves
have an extra Fit to Genesis – Boots on morph. This will be what you want to use, when

using the shorts, with the boots and greaves on.

Of notable difference, are the gauntlets. These are similar to the bracers of the female
version... but these have a skeleton hand featured on the lower portion that overlaps

the actual hand of genesis 8 male and the  glove. These have rings that attach the
skeletal fingers to genesis 8 male's fingers (but you can turn those rings off if you'd

like, using utility mats) You can also use the gauntlets sans gloves, by dialing in the fit
to genesis morph.

The other difference is these pauldrons are much bigger and rugged looking than the
female version, and the skulls have huge horns that come down and curl down onto
the front and back chest of genesis 8 male in protective fashion. These can be turned

off using utility mats as well.

Finally, the greaves are different in that, they're greaves and not full thigh high legs
of the female version. They have a more wicked, spiky poleyn at the knee (which can be

turned off via utility mats) and work differently with the combat styled boots of the
male version than the female's high heeled boots.

Helm
This too boasts a helm like the female version did. But this one is done more

masculinely with more spikes and different more foreboding large horns. The skull on
the face can be turned off (as well as its eyes) and there are expression morphs for it, to

give it a little bit of character if you'd like. 

if you purchase the hair (sold separately) it will work with the helm. It will fit in
default, but the beard requires a fit to beard morph dialed in on the helm. The beard

was actually never intended to work with the helm, since it is very confined there, and
the helm covers it mostly (and so, the poses will not pose it) but you can use them

together if you wish.



Tassets
The tassets replace the female skirt... but this is way more manly! This not only features

cloths, but thigh plates with a very thick leather belt featuring a skull, and claws that
encircle his waist (as well as smaller ones on the plates) The cloths have one in the

front, two in the back, and these are chain rigged, so you can blow them about your
scenes (included poses will pose these for you)  The cloths are also dforce compliant.
This also has a fit to genesis morph, in case you want to omit the Cuirass... and a fit to

shorts morph, for using the shorts instead of the pants.

The tassets also have movement morphs that will help you make him sit or help with
bending the thighs singularly at 90* These not just pose the cloths, but also the belt

with skull and plates in the front. These movement morphs you'll not find on the
shaping tab, as they've been made into pose controls (which are baked into the included
poses) So you can find them on the parameter tab under movement, should you need to

use them with other poses and scenarios.

boots:
A pair of combat styled boots, with metal plates which can be turned off. These work

underneath the greaves. These work pretty standard along with the rest.

Gloves/Shorts/Pants
This set has two pairs of bottoms you can use (but not in tandem, of course) You can

opt for the pants or a pair of shorts for a sexier, leggy look. Do note, when using the
shorts with the tassets, you must dial a fit to shorts morph in on the tassets (so it fits
properly) There are also gloves that work in tandem with the gauntlets (though, you

can have the gauntlets on their own if you wish)

general notes on the clothing:
All of the items have adjustment morphs. Its important to note that, these items

overlap one another. On each, there is a series of adjustment morphs that work with
the other pieces. These have been sub-grouped according to the items they intersect

with (or, if you prefer to have all the adjustment morphs listed, you can select the top
“adjustment morph” group) This was to help make it less confusing and overwhelming

in finding matched dials across all the items when you use the full outfit.

Also as mentioned above, there are fit to genesis morphs on all of the overlapping
figures. This will allow you to fit it directly to genesis 8 Male, with the omission of
underlying pieces. You will find these under style on the shaping tab. Using this in

tandem with figure morphs on genesis 8 male may not give perfect results, however... in
this scenario, you will need to use adjustment morphs to further fit it.

There are multiple wearable presets (located in the full load folder) These do different
things. You have pants and shorts options, first and foremost, and of those, there is a
sub d on and off option. The sub d off is for people with slower machines, so your load
speed is better (but it will still render sub d – if you find the render speed too slow, you

can further lower that option to 0 manually) the sub d on options have the sub d on
viewport and render. These are for people who have faster machines, and don't really
need it to be lower. Finally, the great axe loads by default with viewport sub d off, but

render sub d on.

Great Axe
This also of course includes a weapon. I wanted to keep the weapon similar to the

female version, but still different. So, what we have here is a great axe with a general
different look and feel. The blades are different, and it features spine like bones on the

shaft. Also, unlike her smaller, dual wielded axes in both hands, this is a two handed
axe that's massive and made for a warlord. But you can also wield it two handed (as

there are a set of poses for both modes) The axe also has a special fx layer, that gives it
glowing magic that changes depending on what set of materials you use (there's 6 in

all) You can also turn the special fx off completely (along with other parts of the axe –
see utility mats for more) Fianlly, there is a smooth horns morph also included.



dforce:
this set, along with its usual posable joints (which is covered in the previous section)
is also dforce compliant. specifically, the the cloths of the tassets (whereas the rest

are static) 

obviously this set has poses included, which also control the outfit and how it poses.
but those poses are to create a more windblown effect on the clothing. should you

wish your scene to have a more drapey look for the outfit, using dforce and
simulating it is the way you will go.

to use dforce, you will just need to pose after conforming the outfit, and click the
simulate button (if you are using poses outside the set – the poses within the set are

already done for you by baked simulation morphs, which will dial in when you click a
pose) you can adjust the environment (the gravity and air resistance, respectively) to

get different results

i also recommend you use the timeline for better results. you will need the timeline
loaded in your user interface of daz studio. there, you can set the frames to 50 or

higher, and then in the dforce tab settings, go to “duration” and in the drop down
select animated (use timeline frame range) before you pose or do anything, select the 50

frame in the timeline, then pose how you are wanting it to be for the scene. then you
can hit simulate.

dealing with dforce pokethrough:
if you use dforce to any degree, you are aware that its not perfect, and often there is

pokethrough somewhere. I've done my best to alleviate this issue, using a couple
methods:

using joints:
probably the most obvious method. the skirt itself has joints on the cloth as

mentioned above. and while the included poses more capitalize on the windblowy
drama (and using these will give you perfect results without pokethrough) you can

absolutely also use these joints to adjust pokethrough after a simulation. but it won't
be perfect in all situations, because as dforce distorts the cloth, the joints will be

thrown out of whack. there are ways to deal with this (such as selecting all the extra
joints on each item and adjusting the rig to the shape) but that's a really involved
(not to mention advanced) process not many will want to endeavor (though, its an

option if you're hip and know you're way around daz studio)

 weightmap pokethrough control:
this method is a little more involved, but its also more exacting. i have set up push

nodes on all the dforced items, which have zeroed weightmaps in their default state. if
you select this pokethrough control node in your scene (on each respective item you

want to adjust) and choose the weight tool, this will allow you to paint a custom map,
that will allow you to pull out the cloth only in places that it needs pulled out. you

will obviously want to do this after you've simulated the scene, to dab out little pokes.
this will fix these pokes without bloating the entire thing... the trade-off here is that
its obviously more exacting and time consuming (though arguably, you will only have
to do what shows) also, you will want to be sure not to do this on any hard surface

or on areas that aren't intended to be simulated. only do so on the cloths themselves.

cntrl + paint: will add to the map 
(bright red is in totality., and will affect the cloth.

 blue will mean it has zero effect)

alt + paint: will remove from the map 
(you would do this til it turns gray, to zero it out)

and you can also use the smooth tool, 
to smooth the transition so it doesn't jut out obtrusively.



you can also control how much they poke out. by default, the push node itself is set to
1.00. you can adjust this dial while the weight node button is selected, in your tool
tab... and selecting the item's weightmap push node you want to adjust in the scene.

after those are all selected, in the tool tab you will see the push node with its dial. i
felt 1.00 was a good solid strength, so that it wasn't too much or too little.

materials:
Ok so we come to materials. This has a lot of materials And of note, this actually

has an extra set of materials that the female version doesn't have. I wanted to
include a little bit extra love for the males, since they are so often ignored.

these materials are iray only.

basically, there are 6 sets of full materials:

dark omen – brown and red with bronze metal – 
This is your basic dirt and blood of war material

death dealer – beige and teal with brass metal
This is my signature teal inclusion

demon knight – red and yellow with copper metal
This one is representative of fire, like demons and hell, so the colors reflect

night creep – black and blue with silver metal
A nightcrawler version that is dark like shadow

soul reaver – white and purple with platinum metal
This is your phantomesque specter version

toxic viper – yellow and green with gold metal
This one is intended to represent something more viper like, with venom

 
Each of these materials sets have three modes: Imperial, Revenant and Sentinel

Imperial is your “knight in shining armor” mode, something reserved for more regal
scenes. It has a satiny feel, with suede secondaries (pants/shorts/gloves) and is

entirely metallic (sans colors, such as sentinel mode features) This series of h.mats
will also dial up a smooth horn morph on the pauldrons/helm/axe, which gives it a
very different feel. If you want them ridged instead, You can use the Imperial ridged

option here as well, by using the partial materials (as there is a smooth/ridged option
in that folder for all the aforementioned figures)

Revenant is your war beaten mode, with tattering on the velvet cloths and scratched
up dingy metals. This has bone bones instead of metallic bones, as its supposed to have
a more deathly, foreboding, been thru a war feel to it. The h.mats will zero the horns
on the pauldrons/helm/axe to make them ridged (but you can make them smooth with

the bone option also, using partial mats)

And finally sentinel is your basic toughened warrior look, and is a colored plate and
horn version, with shiny metals, shiny leather and chainmail cloths. The Cuirass has a
quilted leather texture as well, which changes that significantly from the other two
versions. This one will also give you colored ridged horns on the pauldrons/helm/axe

(but you can opt for colored smooth ones, by using the sentinel partial materials)



singular materials per item and hierarchical materials are included. 

The singular materials are divided into folders for the texture names/colors.
These will contain all three modes (imperial, revenant and sentinel) for each

option. 

The helm/pauldron/axe all have a ridged and smooth option for each mode and
material set, respectively. These will automatically dial in the morph and load the

horn material that works for that morph, on both the h.mats and the partial
mats. The partial ridged and smooth mats will load the entire helm material

besides (so you can use either at will)

The h.mats are in a folder of their own as well. to use the hierarchical materials,
you must have the outfit loaded on genesis 8 male (and select him in the scene) to
apply it in its entirety. otherwise, you would use the partial mats (and select each

respective item before using them) the hierarchical mats will load the entire
outfit materials, as well as the corresponding axe materials, and they will dial in

the smooth horn morphs, or remove them.

in addition, there are trans controls for the tasset cloths, which are included in
the utility pose folder. This will remove the tattering on any revenant option,

and make it solid instead. but a word of caution – don't use this with the
chainmail options... as obviously, it needs it's transmap to be chainmail.

i did not make this set mix and match... but it can absolutely work that way, with a
trick. i have put selection sets on the materials (to make it easier to texture, by
grouping similar pieces into one selection set) using these will allow you to

quickly select a material type (like bones, cloth, etc) from there, you will want to
hold cntrl and click on an h.mat. in the drop downs, select “selection” and then,
“replace” this will load that material in place of the one you originally loaded. so
if you want to use revenant mode with metal bones, for example, you can do that. 

the skull eyes and axe special fx all glow in the dark and come in many diff colors
to pick from. but you can also turn them off (or the skull off entirely) should you

wish to do so... 

which brings me to the next topic....



utility mats:

there are utility mats included, inside the materials folder, which will turn off
certain parts, and allow the set to be more kitbashable: 

Cuirass:
Rib cage Off

Spine Off

Gauntlets/Greaves/Pauldrons:
All - Claws Off

All - Skull Eyes Off
All - Skulls Off

Pauldrons – Skull Horns off
Pauldrons – Lower Plates Off

Gauntlets – Skeleton Hand off
Gauntlets – Skeleton rings off

Greaves – Poleyn off

Pants/Shorts/Gloves:
All -Tongue off

Boots:
Foot Strap Off

Toe or Heel Plates Off
Sole Plates Off

Helm:
Claws Off
Crest Off
Horns Off
Skull Off

Skull Eyes Off
Skull Horns Off

Skull Lower Jaw Off

Tassets:
Belt Claws Off

Cloths Back Off
Cloth Front Off

Skull Eyes Off
Skull Off

Plate Claws Off
Plates Off

Great Axe:



poses:
the set would not be complete without poses, which are located in the poses

folder in with the clothing. but these poses are tricky, as they not only control
genesis 8 male, and pose the included Great Axes in a way that makes sense to each
pose... but they will also pose the Tassets' cloth/front plate as well, and the hair
too, if you own the hair set. they will make the cloths and hair blow around in
different ways, and will ensure you get absolutely no collision at the same time.

The caveat is making sure you select genesis 8 MAle before loading the
outfit/hair/axes, because if you don't load these items properly, the poses will not

control the tassets, hair and axe as they should (they have to be in a hierarchy)

In the pose folder, you will find three sets of poses:

The first set (titled “Axe Poses”) utilize the left and right handed axe (1-5 is left
hand, 6-10 is right hand) These wield a single axe in bludgeon like fashion as a two

handed weapon. To use them, select genesis 8 male first, and load whichever axe
hand is labeled on the thumb Of the pose you want to use. You must follow the
labels, because if you use a left hand axe on a right hand pose, it will not pose

properly

The next set are titled “Double Axe Poses” This set of 10 wields two axes at once
(select genesis 8 male and load the left AND right axe before using this set of

poses)

Finally, a set of poses titled “general poses” These do not use the axes at all. These
are just standard poses that have him fighting or wielding magic and such.

:: add-ons ::
be sure to check out death strike hair for genesis 8 male, which adds a male

warrior styled shaved head with a messy braid, a matching braided beard, and
eyebrows. It was built to work with this set, and also features skulls and spikes.

  :: other notes & requirements ::
this set includes templates for every model in it, should you wish to make your

own textures and add-ons. they are color coded for easier use.

texture resolutions:

textures are 2048x2048

:: quick reference troubleshooting :

no known issues.

for  further details on using the set, please see each section in this pdf. 

you can contact me directly by email : 
ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net

mailto:ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net


promotional credits:

Strike Harder

Tears of Doom/Totem Tales – Danie and Marforno
Them Bones – Orestes Graphics
Fireworx Iray – Kindred Arts
Phantoms II – IgnisSerpentus 

Rest is postworked



The Souls I Keep

Cloud Temple by Stonemason
Grave Ghoul by Josh Crockett

Phantoms II by me



Deadly Duo

By danie and Marforno



Light Bearer

Mixed Fantasy by Danie and Marforno
Tears of Doom by Danie and Marforno

Morningstar Wings by Mada

All other promos are straight out of the box, plain renders


